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System Testing Excellence Program
Software-Intensive Systems Testing

- Functional Testing
- Stress Testing
- Dark Testing
- White/Black/Grey Testing
- Regulatory Testing
- Risk-based Testing
- Exploratory Testing
- Infrastructure Testing
- Database Testing
- Requirements Testing
- Alpha/Beta Testing
- End-to-end Testing
- Configuration Testing
- Coverage Testing
- Load Testing
- Boundary Testing
- Localization Testing
- Unit Testing
- Integration Testing
- Systems Testing
- Performance Testing
- User Acceptance Testing
- Operability Testing

*Please add ...... 143??*
Contract Research in Testing

- How do we get our outsourced testing vendor to innovate so that we remain on the cutting edge?
- How do we test the quality of program designs?
- The CIO wants a ROI computation for investments in testing?
- What exactly does a tester do in agile scrums?
- How do we use test instrumentation and pattern matching for automatic failure identification?
- What is the best fitness function to find feasible sequences of method calls for evolutionary testing of object-oriented programs?
- What is the quality of automatically generated test cases based on OCL expressions?
- What statistical sampling based approach can be used to alleviate log replay testing?
Research model:

**NSF/NIH/other Grants** focused on specific industry – wide challenges (non-commercializable)

**Contract Research** using science to examine specific company challenges *

**R&D** focused on business sustainability and return on investment (commercializable)

* STEP addresses the GAP in systems testing as academics work with government agencies and private companies to develop new ideas about the specific challenges. Our research provides input for organizations for process innovation and published papers to generate more knowledge.
Preventing the T&E Workforce for the Speed of Need

Tony Stout
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
Robin Poston, Ph.D. and Jasbir Dhaliwal, Ph.D.
Systems Testing Excellence Program (STEP)

Given the goal of testing at the speed of need—which requires agility, flexibility, and accelerated testing by the test-and-evaluation (T&E) workforce—a critical enabling factor is the advancement of capabilities of key T&E organizations. The goal is to shift from a strong focus on managing people and projects to one on strategically measuring and maintaining a bundle of organizational technical skills and competencies that ensure future success. It is a modern strategic imperative that an organization fully understand its pre-existing skills-and-competencies profile and develop consensus around a targeted skills-and-competencies profile for future success. A deep appreciation of the gaps between these two profiles must then systematically drive all training, hiring, work allocation, contracting, and related human-resource management decisions over an extended period of time.

As the Department of Defense moves away from system-centric development and relies more heavily on software-driven services offered at the enterprise level, both the speed and accuracy at which these services are delivered become key value factors for the users. Recognizing this evolution in need is paramount to developing the workforce; such a recognition led the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) and the Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) to conduct an internal review of skills and competencies as they relate to T&E. This effort would lay the groundwork for necessary changes in the current T&E workforce.
STEP Research-Based Certifications

• Foundational Certification in Systems Testing
  — Five Days (10 half-day modules and exam)

• Advanced Certification in Systems Testing
  — Ten Days (20 half-day modules and group project)

• Agile Development and Testing Boot Camp
  — Three Days
Certification Modules

- The Science of Testing
- Test Planning and Management
- Systems Testing; Requirements Testing
- Test Process Improvement Models
- Test Coverage and Test Techniques
- Testers and Users and Developers
- Risk-Based Testing
- Security Testing
- Defect Management
- Problem Solving and Quality Assurance
- Agile Testing
- Distributed Global Test Effort
- Testability and Exploratory Testing
- Automation/Integration of Test Tools
- Database Testing
- Graph and Logic Coverage
- Statistics and OR for Testing
- High Performance Test Teams
- Quality Gates and Business Rules Testing
- And more....
Memphis Institute for Biomedical Innovation & Healthcare Solutions

In partnership with

Vision

To become an international focal point for the development of advanced biomedical innovations and healthcare solutions by building a network of experts that offer solutions for the complex, data-driven medical device market.

- Innovation
  community driven and measured

- Technology & Research
  biosensors, embedded software, etc.

- STEM Education
  developing future STEM professionals

- Community
  empowering and promoting Memphis
INNOVATION initiatives
- Promotion of social innovation
- Ethnographic needs finding
- Software development tailored for medical device product development: feasibility to surveillance

TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH areas
- Embedded software, biosensors
- Software and testing for biomedical devices
- Biologistics
- Medical device identification management

STEM+M EDUCATION initiatives
- K-12 teacher & student collaborative project and innovation workshops
- IBM Rational implementation in education
- Real-world product development experiences for students and educators

COMMUNITY involvement
Mibio strives to utilize the strength of the unique Memphis community as well as regional, national, and global partnerships to empower all involved.

Activity & Progress

Meeting & Panel Discussion
April 2014 :: Memphis

Innovate 2014 Conference
June 2014 :: Orlando

2014 Ongoing Efforts
Summer – Fall 2014
- STEM innovation project model (St. Mary’s, St. George’s, CBHS)
- Customized solutions in development by tech areas
- IBM Rational tools installed at UofM, CBU
- Workforce education grant drafted to NIH, industry

We are leveraging Memphis’s strengths to develop advanced healthcare solutions.
Hosted 8th International Research Workshop on Advances and Innovations in Software Testing and Annual ITEA Technology Workshop

step.memphis.edu

November 3-4, 2014
Memphis, Tennessee